
 

 

Leith Central Community Council (LCCC),  
Minutes of AGM  held at 7.30pm on Monday 16th May 2011  at Out of the Blue, 

Dalmeny Street, Leith 
 
Present 
 
Stewart Blaik     Chairman LCCC 
Roland Reid     Secretary LCCC 
Jenny MacKenzie    Minute taker and Pilmeny Development Project   
Annette O’Carroll    LCCC Convenor Planning sub-committee  
Stan Eadie     LCCC Convenor Transport sub-committee  
Charlotte Encombe    LCCC and Greener Leith   
Jim Scanlon     Vice-chair Leith Links CC 
Loraine Duckworth    Services for Communities CEC   
Laura Stubbs     Community Support Worker   
Cllr Angela Blacklock   (Lab) Leith Walk Ward 
Cllr Louise Lange    (Lib Dems) Leith Walk Ward.  
Sgt Andrew Johnson    Lothian and Borders Police  
Clara Kambiamibia    HNC Student  
Ann Stark     LCCC Friends of Calton & Hillside 
Walter Dodds     LCCC 
Julian Siann     LCCC 
Peter Mellors     Resident 
Liam O’Carroll    Resident 
  
 

 
1. Introductions and announcements:   

The proposed agenda for the AGM was accepted.  The agenda was as follows: 
1. Introductions and announcements.  
2. Apologies for absence.  
3. Chair and Secretary’s reports. 
4. Community Police Officer’s report 
5.   Sub-convenor’s Committee Reports. 
6. Treasurer’s report 
7. Confirmation of Membership and Office bearers 
 Co-opted members and Nominated Groups 
 Nomination of co-opted members. 
8. AOCB 
9   Meeting date and venue for the coming year. 
 
Minutes for previous AGM approved Roland Reid, Seconded by Stan Eadie.   
   

 
2. Apologies for Absence 
John Hein     Vice-Chair LCCC  
Anne Munro     Treasurer LCCC  
Cllr Deidre Brock    (SNP) Leith Walk ward 
 
3. Reports from Office Bearers and other reports.     



 

 

 
Chair’s Report.  
The Chair noted that it had been a reasonable year.  The Housing and Built 
Environment Sub-Committee of the Leith Neighbourhood Parnership was the only 
group that had shown any concrete results.  Money allocated to the group had been 
allocated to various projects in Leith from which good feedback had been received.  
Leith Central sits on the NP board and this position enables the CC to put our views 
forward.  As a result we are able to get some things done.  Money allocated to the CC 
via the Leith Decides project will be used for the original purpose of mounting an 
exhibition in Leith Library, with some members of Pilmeny Development Project 
contributing work on this project.  Anyone else wishing to contribute to this project is 
free to do so.  Leith CC represents on the Community Health Project Infection 
Control Committee for Edinburgh Hospital.   
 
Secretary’s Report 
I wish to focus on several issues. 
Biomass Plant 
Firstly, we have been considering the Forth Energy’s application for a Biomass plant 
on Leith Docks and thanks to Planning Aid Scotland learning about the consultation 
and approval process for electrical generation plants.  
There is a Leith Biomass Plant additional consultation until 19 June and this is in 
relation to submissions from SNH and SEPA. The former in particular is very critical 
since it refers to adverse landscape effects that cannot be mitigated. |Both also 
question the sustainability of the fuel supply. Additional information from Forth 
Energy comes later and there will then be a third consultation before it is considered 
by the Council in December.  
Leith Gala:  We undertook a successful community consultation and distribution of 
our newsletter at the Gala. People seemed unaware of what provision there is for 
young people in Leith.  This has subsequently been addressed by the production of a 
leaflet by Pilmeny Development Project. Environmental issues again came to the fore 
particularly in relation to Leith Walk.  Although the remedial works to Leith Walk are 
on “hold” there has been progress on improvements to Easter Road. This and the 
refusal of the Massage Parlour perhaps does auger well for an improvements to this 
street.  
Boundary Square: Sadly this is still to be resolved.  Hopefully by next year the work 
will finally be complete.  
Leith Theatre Trust: There has been progress with the agreement last summer with 
Dance Base and the City Council for the use of the Thomas Morton Hall.  However 
the theatre itself is still out of bounds.  Hopefully there will be some progress in the 
year to come.  
Membership:  Joan Corbett and Rob Hainsworth tendered their resignation and I 
wish to thank them for their work. Gerry Freedman formally resigned.  Gerry was 
unable to attend any of our meetings following his election due to ill health.  Finally 
thanks to our Minute Secretary, and out two Sub-committee convenors.  Their efforts 
have made a significant impact on the effectiveness of the community council.  
 
4. Community Police Officer’s report.  
Theft of metal is currently a big problem all over Edinburgh. Lead roofings have been 
severely damaged.  Matching the thefts to buildings in difficult.  The police are taking 
active steps to attempt to address this problem.   



 

 

Shrubhill House:  Nine Romanian nationals had set up a squat in the building, which 
is owned privately.  A youth was charged with arson to this property.  There are plans 
in hand to make the building more secure.  
Thefts are slightly down in numbers, but drug dealing crimes are up.   
McDonald Road.  There was a fatal accident in this road, which was not speed related 
although controlling speeding has been a priority.     
 
5.  Treasurer’s Report  
The treasurer’s report was presented, agreed and approved.  Balance stands at 
£1008.48p 
 
Report from Convenor for the Planning Sub-Committee Annette O’Carroll 
 
1.  Meetings:  The PSC has met once a month in McDonald Road Library.  The 
convenor has represented LCCC at meetings of the Edinburgh Civic Forum and other 
meetings as part of the feedback process for CEC's "Community Engagement on 
Planning Proposals" 
 
2.  Important planning applications 
 

Major Applications 
130 McDonald Rd: Planning permission was granted. The developers had 
improved the proposal in response to CC and community feed-back. However 
affordable housing will not be provided on site but instead at Constitution Street, 
thus (apparently) maintaining the Council's 'strategic objectives of delivering 
mixed sustainable communities and delivering economic resilience'. We protested 
this decision. 
 
7-9 Newhaven Road (0/02884/PAN) Meeting with Graeme Kerr from Halliday 
Fraser Munro.  The development, by Barratts East Scotland, plans for 129 housing 
units in 1 and 2 bed flats, over 4 and 5 stories with 6 stories at the corners. It 
includes 6,000 sq ft of commercial space . 
 
80 Albion Rd (11/00725/PAN) - Proposal of Application Notice (PAN) for 127 
flats. Planning permission has already been granted for a previous application for 
163 flats on this site.  
 
 
Change of use - shops to residential - Mixed messages  
177-185 Easter Road (11/00241/FUL) - Opposite B&Q - This was granted in 
spite of our objection that it was contrary to the Local Plan (no more than 3 shop 
units in a row should be in non-shop use) and increased pressure on parking. 
 
222 Easter Rd (10/03643/FUL and 10/03651/FUL) -  This had been refused for 
the third time on the grounds that the proposals "do not comply with the 
development plan and non-statutory guidelines and would result in an unjustified 
loss of commercial premises, adversely affect the character and appearance of the 
property, result in inappropriate residential accommodation and result in an 
increased demand for on-street parking to the detriment of road safety"  
 



 

 

Change of use from Public House to Co-op Convenience Shop 
8 McDonald Road (11/00435/FUL):  Application for another convenience store 
where there are already 2 in the immediate area - locally controversial. Quote from 
Planning Officer's report - "there would be an element of trade diverted from the 
existing centre to the proposal.  However Leith Walk is a highly accessible location 
which has a large amount of passing trade.  Therefore, there would be no 
significant adverse effect on Leith Walk generally" 
 
Important Local Application 
50 Pilrig Street (09/03284/FUL) - went through several revisions but was finally 
granted. We  objected mainly on the grounds that the site would be over-
developed, since it was for 8 apartments, 5 of which were one bedroom.  
 

3. Planning Consultations: 
 Householder Permitted Development Rights: A proposal to change the rules about 
what type of development needs planning permission. Removes 20-25% of 
householder planning applications from the planning system. Allows alteration and 
improvements to houses and flats if within a 1 metre 'bubble'  around the walls or roof 
of the house or flat except those that are listed or within a conservation area.We 
thought the effects on pre-1914 houses and tenemental flatted streets would be 
particularly unfortunate if this were adopted. 

Draft Waterfront and Leith Area Development Framework 
Hardly any mention of Leith Walk area in this. Only that a "strategic management 
plan should be developed for the heart of Leith’- (that is Commercial Street, Great 
Junction Street, Leith Walk and The Shore, together with the area around 
OceanTerminal) to consolidate the urban form, enhance amenity, sustainability and 
prosperity. This plan should set out traffic management, public realm, enterprise 
and urban renewal initiatives" and, in addition that  
 
"A dedicated long term maintenance and management strategy is required for the 
whole of Leith to include green spaces, street spaces and public spaces.  

 
4.  Regenerating Leith Walk: 

The area has been adversely affected by tram works. New developments (proposed 
hotels at Haddington Place and Shrub Place, residential housing and business at 
Brunswick Road) have been put on hold because of poor financial climate for 
developers and uncertainty about the tram situation. The gap sites and poor state of 
part-demolished Shrubhill House blight the area. This is a matter of concern, 
therefore -  
 
We attended the AGM of the Leith Business Association so that they would be  
aware of our interest in Leith Walk 
 
We had meetings with Alistair Scott of Smith Scott Mullan and also Graham 
Russell (Business Coordinator - Leith Walk and West End, now Town Centre 
Coordinator for the City Centre) to discuss matters concerning the Leith Walk area.  
One interesting initiative is the Leith Walk Shop Front Group - this consists of 
Alistair Scott, Graham Russell (previously - now presumably Sarah Woodford 
the new Town Centre Coordinator for Leith and Portobello), CEC's Economic 
and Planning Departments, Edinburgh World Heritage and TIE, and it is 



 

 

currently piloting a 'soft loan'  scheme to encourage landlords and tenants to renew 
or refurbish neglected shopfronts in Elm Row to an agreed design standard - 
interest-free loans for 10 years.  
 
External Roller Shutters - The appeal against the enforcement of external roller 
shutter and housing (307 Leith Walk) had been turned down by CEC planning 
department on the grounds that it 'fails to accord with the development plan and 
non-statutory guidelines. It does not preserve or enhance the character and 
appearance of the conservation area" However a further appeal (to the Scottish 
Ministers) had recently been successful since the government's Directorate for 
Planning and Environmental Appeals apparently considered that Leith Walk's 
'disharmonious array of clashing shopfronts and tenements is in fact part of the 
street's character".  The implications of this are that CEC will not enforce any 
shopfronts. 
 
We had an on-site meeting with Phil Myerscough, Managing Director B L 
Developments to discuss the Shrub Place site, its current problems,  the likely 
immediate future for the area and its long term prospects. The PSC were concerned 
that the present state of the site was detrimental to the whole Leith Walk area and, 
in the absence of any immediate start to the development, some short-term 
measures to improve its appearance would be desirable. No Progress here 

 
But, Possible temporary uses include a Car Park 69 metres west of 7 Shrub 
Place (11/00112/FUL):  An application for parking for 53 cars for up to 2 years. 
We suggested that, because of the need for short-term parking to benefit local 
shopkeepers, a payment structure was geared to benefit stays of 1-2 hours, with 
longer stays relatively much more expensive. However the application has been 
withdrawn. 
 
Temporary improvements to bring people into the area could be - pop up shops/art 
galleries; street art, etc 

5. Aims for the coming year: 
Respond to planning applications.   
Respond to the two important consultations, that is the Main Issues Report of the 
Local Development Plan in October and  the  Strategic Development Plan in 
November 
Make contact with Sarah Woodford the new Town Centre Coordinator for 
Leith and Portobello Keep up the other contacts (see above) that we have made in 
the past year and when the tram situation is resolved contribute to any initiatives 
for the improvement of the public realm in the area 
 

Report from Convenor for the Transport Sub-Committee Stan Eadie.  
Stan read the following letter from Ryan at Lothian Buses.  
 
Dear Mr. Eadie, 
 
Leith Central Community Council Transport Sub-Committee 
 
Thank you for your recent note (the text of which is set out below).  It¹s entirely 
understandable that news and updates from Edinburgh  Trams are the main recurring 



 

 

theme in the Community Council¹s consideration of transport matters.  While work is 
ongoing to resolve the current difficulties in that project your colleagues may hear 
less 
about us in the local and national press.  Notwithstanding that, we are still working 
every day to provide the city¹s key public transport network and investing to improve 
it.  The answer to your specific question about the pattern of terminal stops at Ocean 
Terminal is that there just isn¹t enough capacity on the shopping centre side of the 
road to accommodate all of the buses which serve the development. 
 
More generally, I thought it might be helpful to give you an outline of the scale of our 
operations and the commitments we have made to continue to build on the 
achievements of the last few years.  Lothian Buses is a large business and because 
operating bus services is labour intensive we employ a lot of people --  just under 
2,000, of whom 1,450 are drivers. 
 
The shares in the Company are owned by the City Of Edinburgh Council and the 
neighbouring Lothians local authorities.  The Company is profitable and a significant 
part of that profit is paid out each year to the local authority owners in dividends.  In 
the last published accounts which covered 2009, the Company¹s turnover was One 
Hundred and Twelve Million Pounds.  In that year we invested approximately five 
and a half million pounds in new buses, plant and buildings and we also paid Two 
Million, Two Hundred Thousand Pounds in dividends to our shareholders.  One 
common misunderstanding is that because Lothian Buses is publicly owned it is 
publicly subsidised.  That¹s not the case.  While the Company does receive some 
direct financial support to operate socially necessary services, those sums are far 
smaller than the dividend payments which pass in the opposite direction from 
Lothian Buses to its Council shareholders. 
 
Since 2009 we have been monitoring and improving our environmental performance - 
several of these initiatives involve bus services in the Leith area and bring specific 
benefits to those who live and work there.  You may be aware of the presence of a 
local Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) which covers the majority of Great 
Junction  Street and the area around the Foot Of Leith Walk.  This AQMA 
specifically targets the levels of the key air pollutant NOx (oxides of nitrogen). 
 Diesel engines are particularly prone to high levels of NOx emissions therefore we 
have been working closely with our colleagues at The City Of Edinburgh Council to 
reduce our emissions of NOx, and other air pollutants.  Starting with a single vehicle 
used on Service 36 we have begun to convert older buses which still have a number of 
years of useful life to use a new type of exhaust called an ³SCRT².  SCRT exhausts 
combine two exhaust technologies which collectively reduce NOx emissions by 
around 70% and other air 
pollutants (hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and particulates) by over 95%.  All 
vehicles used on Service 36 (Ocean Terminal - Leith - Bonnington - City Centre - 
Holyrood) have now been converted to SCRT exhaust operation and repainted in our 
³Get There Greener² vehicle livery.  In real terms these buses are making a very 
substantial difference to the air quality in the Leith AQMA  -  their exhaust emissions 
are actually cleaner than our brand new single deck buses. We expect to convert a 
further 35 buses in 2011 / 2012, some of which are to be used on service 1 (Easter 
Road - City Centre - Clermiston). 
 



 

 

In addition to retro-fitting older vehicles with new exhausts we are committing 
significant sums to our investment in new fleet, much of which directly benefits Leith. 
 Buses used on our Service 22 specifically were replaced at the end of 2009 and a 
further 60 new buses to be delivered during 2011 will see us ³retire² some of the 
older vehicles in use in Leith.  Of key importance however is that in the next few 
months we are planning to take delivery of 15 new hybrid diesel-electric buses.  These 
hybrids have substantially reduced pollutant emissions and due to their very much 
better fuel efficiency they have a much smaller carbon footprint than the conventional 
diesel buses they will replace.  The hybrid buses will also feature a host of other 
environmental and sustainable improvements.  We plan to deploy them on our Service 
10 (Western Harbour -Great Junction Street-Leith Walk-City Centre-Colinton). 
 
From our own business perspective we are working hard to ensure that the 
environmental benefit of individuals who change their behaviour from using private 
cars to using public transport is maximised.  As well as the basic saving of air 
pollution by switching from car to bus we are ensuring that all waste on buses in now 
recycled (saving over 500 tonnes from landfill last year), staff are have every 
encouragement to cycle or walk to work, and through the measures outlined above the 
vehicle has the absolute minimum impact on the environment possible. 
 
I hope that the above can give you and your colleagues some idea of the resources we 
continue to invest to improve our network and, specifically, an insight into the 
benefits which are being delivered to those who live and work in the Leith Central 
Community Council area. 
Your sincerely, 
 
Steve Ryan 
Commercial Manager 
Lothian Buses 
55 Annandale StreetEDINBURGHEH7 4AZ  
 
The Convenor also mentioned that he had received a response from Stephen Ryan 
regarding his enquiry about the possible use of electric buses in Edinburgh. Senior 
engineering and operational staff were to carry out a technical assessment  of an 
electric powered bus that was to be delivered to the city.  This newest type of vehicle 
could offer significant environmental advantages over the traditional urban bus.   
 
7. Confirmation of membership.   
 
The elected members are as follows:  Stewart Blaik (Chair), John Hein (Vice-chair) 
Roland Reid (Secretary), Anne Munro (Treasurer), Annette O’Carroll (Convenor 
Planning), Stan Eadie (Convenor Transport), Dominic Moran, Charlotte Encombe, 
Juan Garcia, Julian Siann, Harald Tobermann, Walter Dods. 
The nominated groups are as follows: Pilmeny Development Project, Pilmeny Youth 
Project ( Jenny MacKenzie), Out of the Blue (Rob Hoon), Calton and Hillside (Ann 
Stark), POLHA (Eddie Dunlop)  
Several elected members have resigned.  Co-opted members are still being actively 
sought.   
 Confirmation of Office Bearers.   

The Chair confirmed that elections for office bearers are triennial, with the next 



 

 

election to take place in 2012.  
8. AOB -none 

 
9. Meeting dates for the coming year will be announced.  The Venue for 

meetings will be Nelson Hall in McDonald Road Library.  The meeting 
concluded with refreshments for all attendees.    

 
 


